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Italy(2), Japan(3), Sweden(3) and USA(7) partiipated. During the �ve days of the on-

ferene, 37 talks were given. The following key words sketh the main topis:

� Kineti and marosopi models for vehiular traÆ

� Kineti shemes for uid dynamis equations

� Numerial methods for Boltzmann and Vlasov equations

� Numerial methods for radiative heat transfer and transport equations

� Numerial shemes for di�usion equations

� Kineti equations for multiphase ows, and evaporation and ondensation

� Modeling and numerial simulation of semiondutor devies

The organizers and partiipants thank the 'Mathematishes Forshungsinstitut Oberwol-

fah' for making this onferene possible.

The abstrats below are listed in alphabetial order.
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Abstrats

Numerial Simulations and Asymptoti Models for Quantum

Nano{Strutures

Naoufel Ben Abdallah

A 2D Shr�odinger{Poisson model with open boundary onditions is presented and simu-

lated. A hierarhy of approximate models is presented and the results are ompared to the

full model.

Modelling Gunn Osillations

Angelo Marello Anile

In order to aurately desribe non{stationary transport in GaAs devies it is neessary to

use Monte Carlo methods or hydrodynamial models whih inorporate transfer between

valleys. In this talk, we present simulations of Gunn osillations in a GaAs diode based on

two{valley hydrodynamial models. Sattering parameters within the models are obtained

from homogeneous Monte Carlo simulations. The simulation results for the hydrodynam-

ial models are ompared with those obtained by diret Monte Carlo simulation.

Wigner{Fokker{Plank Models: Kineti versus Density Matrix Aproahes

Anton Arnold

Wigner{Fokker{Plank ({Poisson) models desribe di�usive proesses in quantum mehan-

is and are applied, for instane, in semiondutor modeling. In this talk we shall ompare

a kineti approah | like for the Vlasov-FP equation | on the Wigner funtion level

to the density matrix approah for the operator evolution equation. The topis inlude

existene, uniqueness, resaling and large{time behaviour.

Continuum Limit for Vapor Flows with Evaporation and Condensation:

E�et of In�nitesimal Conentration of a Nonondensable Gas

Kazuo Aoki

(joint work with S. Takata, S. Taguhi and K. Suzuki)

The behavior of steady ows of a vapor with evaporation and ondensation on the bound-

ary is investigated on the basis of kineti theory. The speial attention is foused on the

behavior in the ontinuum limit, the limit where the mean free path of the vapor moleules

goes to zero, when an in�nitesimal amount of a nonondensable gas (another gas that nei-

ther evaporates nor ondenses on the boundary) is ontained in the domain (more preisely,

the average onentration of the nonondensable gas is in�nitesimally small). With the aid

of asymptoti analysis and supplementary numerial analysis of the Boltzmann equation

and its boundary ondition, it is shown that, in the ontinuum limit, the in�nitesimal

amount of the nonondensable gas aumulates inside the in�nitely thin Knudsen layer on

the ondensing surfae of the boundary and gives a �nite e�et on the vapor ows.
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A Half{spae Problem for Finite Dimensional Kineti Equations

Alexander Bobylev

As a typial example we onsider the half{spae problem (evaporation/ondensation) for

disrete veloity models
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Similar problems an be onsidered for other �nite dimensional approximations of the

Boltzmann{type equations with respet to the veloity spae e.g. equations for moments

under a ertain losure. We study, from a very general point of view, the phase portraits

of suh dynamial systems.

Eletrodynamis and extremal surfaes

Yann Brenier

It is shown how extremal surfaes in the 5d Minkowski spae (1 time variable, 3 spae

variable, 1 "interpolation" variable) an be related to lassial Eletromagnetism and Ele-

trodynamis. Negative and positive partiles respetively orrespond to the edges of suh

surfaes, the interpolation variable linking the + and the -. The starting point is the in-

trodution of an Ation given by the area of 2d surfaes embedded in 5d Minkowski spae.

Next, generalized surfaes ("artesian urrents" in the geometri measure theory voabu-

lary) are substituted for lassial surfaes and the Ation is rede�ned aordingly. Then,

from the standard least ation priniple, evolution PDEs are obtained. In the simplest

ases, these equations an be shown to be hyperboli and linearly degenerate in all �elds.

Formal asymptotis an be performed.

1) As the marosopi density and urrent are nearly uniform, and the edges of the

generalized surfaes are presribed, the Maxwell equations an be formally reovered, the

right hand side of the inhomogeneous part orresponding to the edge data.

2) By presribing only free surfae onditions at the edges, a riher, selfonsistent, model

for harged partiles is obtained. The equations restrited at the edges provide (monoki-

neti) Vlasov equations for positive and negative partiles,with the expeted Lorentz

fores. However the oupling equations for the eletromagneti �eld di�er from the las-

sial Maxwell equations and unavoidably involve the interpolation variable. The standard

Maxwell oupling an also be reovered by a suitable 3 point �nite di�erening of the least

ation alulation.

Relaxation time operator: asymptoti limits and simulation

Jos

�

e Antonio Carrillo

One of the main goals of this study was to validate numerially the various asymptoti limits

proposed in the literature for the relaxation time operator, namely: drift-di�usion (di�u-

sive limit), orreted drift-di�usion (high �eld limit) and ballisti approximation (Child-

Langmuir asymptotis). The kineti equation is solved by WENO �nite di�erene method

whih is demonstrated to be very robust and eÆient in its solution.
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The seond part of the talk was devoted to showing a new numerial proedure to solve

the Boltzmann-Poisson equation for semiondutors in the non-paraboli band approxima-

tion. By a spherial oordinate hange of variables we remove one dimension and we solve

by �nite di�erene (WENO) methods. The di�erent results were ompared and disussed.

About the entropi average applied to a non-linear

Fokker-Plank operator and kineti uid oupling in the �eld of the Inertial

Con�nement Fusion

St

�

ephane Dellaherie

To obtain a good desription of the �rst thermonulear reations in the �eld of the In-

eal Con�nement Fusion, we have to use a kineti desription of oulombian interations

between the ions (deuterium and tritium) and the eletrons. The kineti model for one

speies is the following :
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f(t; x; v) is the ioni distribution, m is the ioni mass, T

e

is the eletroni temperature

(the eletron are supposed to be always at the thermodynamial equilibrium) and 
 is

the ion/ion ollision frequeny. B and S are Fokker-Plank operators whih desribes

respetively the ion/ion and the ion/eletron ollisions. To solve (1), we use a splitting

tehni whih treates separately eah operator.

In the �rst part of the talk, we introdue a new numerial sheme designed for the resolution

of the homogeneous in spae ion/eletron interations desribed with
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by introduing the notion of the entropi average to de�ne the distribution f at the inter-

faes of the mesh fv

j

g. Then, we prove that our sheme is positiv, entropi and that, in

the semi-disret ase, it onverges to a unique thermodynamial equilibrium.

In the seond part of the talk, we show how to ouple a kineti area desribed with the

system (1) with a uid area desribed with the formal uid limit of (1) obtained when


 ! +1. To obtain natural boundary limits at the kineti/uid interfae, we use the

kineti shemes (see Perthame '92) in the uid domain.

Low Viosity Limit for a One-Dimensional Kineti Model of Two-Phase

Flows.

Komla Domelevo

(joint work with Marie-H�el�ene Vignal)

In this talk, after a brief presentation of the general methodology for deriving kineti

models of dispersed two-phase ows, we onentrate on the solutions to a simple kineti
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modelling of one-dimensionnal two-phase ows:
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where � > 0 and � > 0. Here, the gas obeys a onservation law with smooth C

1

ux and

di�usion term. The dispersed phase obeys a linear transport-di�usion kineti equation

of Fokker-Plank type. The problem, therefore, involves the kinemati visosity of the

disperse phase aounting for the turbulent dispersion of the partiles and the usual one of

the gas ow. We present the estimates and tehniques allowing to prove the well-posedness

of the system. In partiular, we present the ase where the spray is desribed by bounded

measures. Finally, vanishing visosity limits for the problem when either one or the two

visosity oeÆients tend to zero are studied. We prove existene of limiting solutions and

uniqueness in the ase where at least one of the two visosities is positive.

Moment losure for radiative transfer equation

and ombustion appliations

Bruno Dubroa

(joint work with J.L. Feugeas, G. Du�a, T. Nguyen-Bui and J.-F. Ripoll)

We here present the numerial treatment of the oupling of Navier-Stoke equations with

the M

1

hyperboli radiative model with non-onstant mean absorption oeÆients. Two

simple splitting methods are developed in order to be able to inlude easily the radiative

equations in an existing hydrodynamis ode. We disuss about the splitting method and

show three ases: methane ame, radiative shoks (subritial and superrritial) and a

buoyant ow in a square box with lateral hot walls.

On a Disrete Veloity Model for the Wigner Equation

Thierry Goudon

We introdue a semi-disretized version of the Wigner equation, disretization onerning

the veloity variable. We show that the orresponding disrete veloity problem:

{ is well-posed,

{ permits to reover the solution of the ontinuous problem when the mesh size of the

disretization vanishes. The approximation presents spetral auray sine the rate

of onvergene orresponds to the (Sobolev) regularity of the ontinuous solution.

{ preserves the behaviour of the ontinuous problem with respet to the behaviour of

the Plank onstant.

Analytial Approahes to Charge Transport in a Moving Medium

Joseph W. Jerome

We onsider eletrodi�usion in an inompressible eletrolyte medium whih is in motion.

The Cauhy problem is governed by a oupled Navier-Stokes/Poisson-Nernst-Plank sys-

tem. We prove the existene of a unique smooth loal solution for smooth initial data,

with nonnegativity preserved for the ion onentrations. We make use of semigroup ideas,
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originally introdued by T. Kato in the 1970s for quasi-linear hyperboli systems. The

time interval is invariant under the invisid limit.

High{frequeny behavior of the fousing nonlinear Shr�odinger equation

with random inhomogeneities

Shi Jin

(joint work with G. Papaniolaou and A. Fannjiang)

We onsider the e�et of random inhomogeneities on the fousing singularity of the non-

linear Shr�odinger equation in three dimensions, in the high{frequeny limit. After giving

a phase spae formulation of the high{frequeny limit using the Wigner distribution, we

derive a nonlinear di�usion equation for the evolution of the wave energy density when

random inhomogeneities are present. We show that this equation is linearly stable even

in the ase of a fousing nonlinearity provided that it is not too strong. The linear sta-

bility ondition is related to the variane identity for the nonlinear Shr�odinger equation

in an unexpeted way. We arry out extensive numerial omputations to get a better

understanding of the interation between the fousing nonlinearity and the randomness.

Kineti theory based numerial methods for the Navier-Stokes equation

Mihael Junk

(joint work with Mapundi Banda and Axel Klar)

The relation between the Boltzmann equation and the Navier-Stokes equation is used to

derive a new numerial method. First, the simple kineti transport operator is disretized

with a slope limiter approah. Then, the disretized kineti equation gives rise to a dis-

retization of the inompressible Navier-Stokes system by arrying out the usual di�usive

limit. As a result, a new slope limiter for the nonlinear onvetive term is obtained. The

slope limiter is tested in several examples.

Turbulene models for inompressible uids derived from kineti theory

Mohamed Lemou

(joint work with Pierre Degond)

Turbulene models for inompressible uids are derived from kineti theory. The kineti

model involves a relaxation time type ollision operator whih desribes the relaxation

of the probability distribution funtion (pdf) towards an isotropi pdf on a time sale � .

The dependene of � upon the kineti turbulent energy an be tuned in suh a way that

both the so alled "visous subrange" (dominated by moleular visosity) and the "inertial

range" (obeying the Kolmogorov law) an be desribed. Starting from this kineti model

and fousing on the "inertial range" regime, we derive turbulene models of K � � type

and ompare the form an the properties of this model with the standard K � � models for

inompressible ows. Finally, marosopi system of equations inluding the mean veloity,

the turbulent energy, and an arbitrary higher order veloity-moment of the 'pdf', is derived

by means of a minimisation entropy priniple.
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The Di�usion Veloity Method: a Deterministi Way of Moving

the Nodes for Solving Di�usion Equations

Sylvie Mas{Galli

We shall present some appliations of the di�usion veloity method, whih was intodued

several years ago but not widely used in the ontext of kineti problems. This method

is primarily based on an approximation of the equation to be solved (mainly a di�usion

equation) by another equation (mainly a a onvetion equation) thanks to the introdu-

tion of a small parameter. The new equation introdued is hosen in suh a way that a

Langrangian method an be easily applied to solve it. We shall present some results in

the framework of the porous medium equation, the heat equation, the 3D Navier{Stokes

equations for an inompressible uid, and various kineti models.

Disrete Veloity Models of BGK{type Equations and Numerial Methods

for the Fast Computation of Rare�ed Flows

Lu Mieussens

We present a numerial resolution of the BGK equation based on a rigorous veloity dis-

retisation oupled to an impliit sheme. This gives a fast method for omputing steady

ows. Despite its simpliity, the BGK model of the Boltzmann equation an give very

good results in many ases, partiularly in aerodynamis. Moreover, this approah an

be generalized to other relaxation models e.g. the BGK{ES equation, the BGK equation

in axisymmetri geometries or a BGK model of polyatomi gases. The main mathemat-

ial properties of our method are disussed and some important numerial results are

presented.

The Chapman{Enskog solution of the Prigogine{Herman kineti equation

for Vehiular TraÆ Flow: Theory and Appliations

Paul Nelson

The equilibrium solution of the Prigogine{Herman kineti equation is shown to omprise

a one{parameter familiy below some ritial density, but a two{parameter family above

this ritial density. The orresponding traÆ stream model (analog to the equation of

state) is disussed and ompared to observational data for traÆ ow. For subritial den-

sitites the orresponding zero{(Lighthill{Whitham), �rst{(di�usively orreted Lighthill{

Whitham) and seond{order Chapman{Enskog solutions are desribed. Aeleration waves

are disussed for the zero{ and �rst{order approximations, partiularly in regard to the

synhronized ow and wide traÆ jams that have reently been reported observationally.

Kineti Methods for Ginzburg{Landau Equations

Benoit Perthame

We onsider a Ginzburg{Landau energy for two dimensional divergene free �elds appear-

ing, for instane, in the gradient theory of phase transition. We prove that, as the relaxation

parameter vanishes, families of suh �elds with �nite energy are ompat in L

p

(
). Our

proof is based on a kineti interpretation of the entropies whih were introdued by Desi-

mone, Kohn, M�uller and Otto. The so{alled kineti averaging lemmas allow to generalize

their ompatness results. Also, the method yields a kineti equation for the limit where

the right hand side is an unknown kineti defet-bounded measure from whih we dedue

some Sobolev regularity. This measure also satis�es some anellation properties whih
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seem to indiate several level of singularities in the limit. The method also allows to har-

aterize entirely the domains where zero energy solutions exist. These solutions are either

onstant or vorties.

Marosopi Quantum Models and their

Numerial Approximation

Ren

�

e Pinnau

During the last deade, marosopi quantum models gained onsiderable attention due

to their ability to simulate quantum dominated devie behaviour at low omputational

osts. In this talk, we present two disretization shemes for the transient quantum drift

di�usion model (QDD), whih onsists of a nonlinear fourth order paraboli system for

the eletron density and the eletrostati potential. The �rst relies on an exponential

transformation of variables followed by a semidisretization in time, while the seond one

introdues some nonlinear potential. Both methods are positivity preserving on the disrete

level and prove to be onvergent. Furthermore, we generalize the lassial Sharfetter-

Gummel disretization to the stationary QDD and present numerial simulations of the

isothermal quantum hydrodynami model, whih exhibit a zero-bias anomaly in the urrent

voltage harateristis.

Mixed Spetral-Di�erene methods for the Boltzmann Equation

in Non-Equilibrium Regimes

Christian Ringhofer

The approximate solution of the Boltzmann transport equation via Galerkin-type series

expansion methods leads to a system of �rst order di�erential equations in spae and time

for the expansion oeÆients. In this paper we derive disretization methods for these

equations whih are based on the entropy priniples of the underlying Boltzmann equation

and disuss the performane of these disretizations and the series expansion approah in

non - equilibrium regimes .

Fourier transform for the approximation of the Boltzmann ollision integral

Sergej Rjasanow

The Galerkin-Petrov method for the approximation of the Boltzmann ollision integral

leads to the neessity to study its properties. We disuss the mapping properties of the

nonlinear Boltzmann ollision operator on a sale of weighted Bessel potential spaes. We

prove the following boundedness property of the operator Q
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under the following restritions

0 < j�j+ 3�

3

q

< � ; 1 � p; q � 1 ; � � 0 ; s � � ; � 2 R :

Convergene to equilibrium for a ometary ow model

Christian Shmeiser

(joint work with K. Fellner and F. Poupaud)

A nonlinear kineti model for wave-partile ollisions in ometary ows on a bounded do-

main subjet to speular reetion boundary onditions is onsidered. Similarly to the work

of Desvillettes (1990) for the Boltzmann equation, onvergene to an equilibrium distribu-

tion for large times is proven. The set of equilibrium distributions is in�nite dimensional.

A speial feature of the model is that all the orresponding ollision invariants exept 5

(mass, momentum, energy) depend on the mean veloity of the distribution funtion and,

thus, do not produe marosopi onservation laws. As a onsequene, the orret equi-

librium distribution orresponding to given initial data is not known at present. This is

also the main reason why the extension of reent work by Desvillettes and Villani on the

rate of onvergene remains an open problem.

Bifuration Studies of Flows of a Gas between Rotating Coaxial Cirular

Cylinders with Evaporation and Condensation on the Boltzmann System

Yoshio Sone

(joint work with Hiroshi Sugimoto and Masato Handa)

Bifuration of ows of a gas between rotating oaxial irular ylinders made of the on-

densed phase of the gas, where evaporation or ondensation takes plae, is studied on the

basis of the Boltzmann equation. First, the studies for the ase where the ow �eld is axially

symmetri and uniform are reviewed. Then, the stability and bifuration of the solution

when the restrition of axial uniformity is removed are studied by the diret-simulation

Monte-Carlo method. Three types of solution our: two axially uniform solutions and

a roll-type solution are shown to exist stably. Finally, the diÆulty of this method in

studying stability and bifuration problems is disussed and a false solution of osillating

behavior is presented.

Numerial methods for the Vlasov equation

Eri Sonnendr

�

uker

In the Vlasov equation, the unknown f(t; x; v), depending on the time t, the position x, and

the veloity v, represents the distribution of partiles in phase spae for eah speies. Most

of the time the numerial resolution of the Vlasov equation is performed by partile methods

(PIC) whih onsist in approximating the distribution by a �nite number of partiles. The

trajetories of these partiles are omputed from the harateristi urves given by the

Vlasov equation, whereas self-onsistent �elds are omputed on a mesh of the physial

spae. This method allows to obtain satisfying results with a small number of partiles.

However, the numerial noise inherent to the partile method beomes, in some ases,

too important to have an aurate desription of the distribution funtion in phase spae.

Moreover, the numerial noise only dereases in 1=

p

N , when the number of partiles N is

inreased. To remedy to this problem, methods disretizing the Vlasov equation on a mesh
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of phase spae have been proposed: The semi-lagrangian method, onsisting in omputing

the distribution funtion at eah grid point by following the harateristi urves. To

ompute the origin of the harateristi a high order interpolation method is needed. And

also �nite volume type methods based on the omputation of the average of the Vlasov

equation solution on eah ell of phase spae grid by a onservative method. Another

option is to use spetral methods (Fourier-Fourier or Fourier- Hermite).

One of the aws ommon to all Vlasov solvers is their smearing of small strutures and

the assoiated non physial inrease of entropy. However, this feature is neessary for

the stability of eulerian Vlasov solvers as a �nite di�erene sheme based on a method

introdued by Arakawa whih onserves

R

f

2

dxdv numerially beomes unstable when

�lamentation phenomena our

On fully disrete shemes for the Fermi penil{beam equation

Alexandros Sopasakis

We onsider a Fermi penil{beam model in two spae dimensions (x; y), where x is aligned

with the penetration diretion of the beam and y, together with the angular variable

z, orresponds to a bounded, symmetri transversal ross setion. We study some fully

disrete numerial shemes using the standard Galerkin and streamline di�usion �nite

element methods for the disretization of the transversal domain ombined with bakward

Euler, Crank{Niolson and disontinuous Galerkin methods for the disretization in the

penetration variable. We derive stability estimates for the semi{disrete problems and,

assuming a suÆiently regular exat solution, we show optimal a priori error estimates.

Numerial examples presented in some typial ases on�rm the expeted performane of

the ombined shemes.

Coupling kineti equations and their hydrodynami limits

Moulay Tidriri

In this paper, we give a survey of the mathematial theory of the oupling of kineti

equations and their hydrodynami limits. A partiular fous will be on the existene

theory for a oupled system of kineti equations and their hydrodynami onservation

laws limit. This mathematial theory is made possible by the introdution of various new

methods.

Numerial Methods for Higher Order Di�usions

Giuseppe Tosani

(joint work with J.A. Carrillo)

In this talk, I illustrate reent results onerning the large{time behavior of strong solutions

to the one{dimensional fourth order degenerate paraboli equation u

t

= �(uu

xxx

)

x

, mode-

ling the evolution of the interfae of a spreading droplet. For non-negative initial values

u

0

(x) 2 H

1

(R), both ompatly supported or of �nite seond moment, we proved expliit

and universal algebrai deay in L

1

{norm of the strong solution u(x; t) towards the unique

strong soure-type solution of the equation with the same mass. The method is based

on the study of the time deay of the entropy introdued by the same authors for the

porous medium equation and uses analogies between the thin-�lm equation and the porous-

medium equation.
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Uniform Stability of a Finite Di�erene Sheme

for Transport Equations in Di�usive Regimes

Andreas Unterreiter

An asymptoti preserving numerial sheme (with respet to di�usion salings) for a linear

transport equation is investigated. The sheme is adopted from a lass of shemes devel-

opped by Jin, Pareshi, Tosani (1999) and Klar (1998). Stability is proved uniformly in

the mean free path under a CFL{type ondition turning into a paraboli CFL ondition

in the di�usion limit.

On the Convergene of Partile Methods for Relativisti

Vlasov{Maxwell Systems

Harold Dean Vitory

For Vlasov-Maxwell (VM) systems, partile methods are numerial tehniques that sim-

ulate the behavior of a plasma by a large set of superpartiles whih obey Maxwell's

equations. The trajetories of these harged partiles are then followed. Estimates for the

errors inurred for a semidisrete approximation to the underlying Vlasov-Maxwell system

are given by �rst superimposing a retangular grid or mesh on all of phase spae and

then replaing the initial ontinuous distribution of harges by disrete harges loated at

the entroid of eah grid ell. Our analysis for establishing onvergene with rates uses

the representation of the Lorentz �elds in terms of tangential and onvetive derivatives

along the bakward light one for the three dimensional d'Alembertian, obtained by R.

Glassey and W. Strauss [Arh. Rational Meh. Anal., 92(1986), 56-90℄. Suh a represen-

tation for both the exat and approximate systems ties the Vlasov harateristis with the

d'Alembertian harateristis. The global onvergene rates for the approximate Hamilton-

ian trajetories and Lorentz �elds are fundamentally due to the strit hyperboliity of the

approximate VM systems and are e�eted by exploiting the improved estimates, reeting

Huygens Priniple, whih our when onvolving with spherial means of the Friedrihs

molli�er. The onvergene theory of partile or simulation methods is also developed for

lower-dimensional relativisti Vlasov-Maxwell systems. The ontrolling estimates make use

of the improved representation of the Lorentz �elds, obtained reently by R. Glassey and

J. Shae�er [Commun. Math. Phys., 185(1997), 257-284; Arh. Rational Meh. Anal.,

141(1998), 331-374℄ by means of a lever Hadamard desent alulation whih fundamen-

tally displays the absene of Huygens Priniple.

A new kineti equation for dense gases

Wolfgang Wagner

(joint work with A.L. Garia)

A theoretial foundation for the Consistent Boltzmann Algorithm is established by deriving

the limiting kineti equation. Besides its relation to the algorithm, this new equation

serves as an alternative to the Enskog equation in the kineti theory of dense gases. For

a simpli�ed model, the limiting equation is solved numerially, and very good agreement

with the preditions of the theory is found.
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Disretization of a dissipative Boltzmann equation

Bernt Wennberg

(joint work with A. Palzewski)

We modify disrete shemes developed for the usual Boltzmann equation, in partiular the

method of Heintz and Pankeson, whih is very suitable for dissipative equations.

Edited by Guido Th�ommes
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